Synthetic aperture radar (SAR) images exhibit a fundamental inverse relationship between image quality and collection range: various metrics and visual inspection clearly indicate that SAR image quality deteriorates as collection range increases. Standoff constraints typically dictate long-range imaging geometries for operational use of fielded SAR sensors. At the same time, system validation and data volume considerations typically dictate short-range imaging geometries for non-operational SAR data collections. This presents a conundrum for the developers of SAR exploitation applications: despite the fact that a sensor may be used exclusively at long ranges in operational settings, most or all of the data available for application development and testing may have been collected at short range. The lack of long-range imagery for development and testing can lead to a variety of problems, potentially including not only poor robustness to range-induced image-quality degradation, but even total failure if longer-range imagery invalidates fundamental algorithmic assumptions. We propose a method for simulating the effects of longer-range collection using shorter-range SAR images. This method incorporates the predominant contributing factors to range-induced image-quality degradation, including various signal-attenuation and aperture-decoherence effects. We present examples demonstrating our approach.
INTRODUCTION
Synthetic aperture radar (SAR) is a mature technology enabling all-weather, day-night, long-standoff imaging of remote scenes at high resolution.
1-3 SAR systems are in wide use in a variety of military and civilian applications, and on a variety of airborne and spaceborne platforms. The unique characteristics of SAR-in particular, its ability to produce high-resolution images of scenes or objects many kilometers away, even in the presence of clouds or atmospheric conditions that preclude the use of optical sensors-have made it an indispensable technology for numerous remote sensing applications.
With the advancement of SAR technology and the proliferation of SAR sensors, the demand for effective SAR image exploitation applications has increased dramatically. The development of effective SAR image exploitation applications typically requires the availability of representative imagery that can be used for algorithm development, training, and testing. In many cases, due to operational and cost constraints, most or all of the SAR imagery available for exploitation application development might be imagery collected not by the fielded sensor at operational ranges, but rather by a surrogate sensor at close ranges. Although the use of a surrogate sensor and close-range collection geometry provide important benefits to algorithm developers-namely, providing SAR imagery that might otherwise be unavailable, or available only in such limited qualities as to provide effective algorithm development-they also present complications. Close-range collection often produces imagery that is of markedly better quality than that collected at operational ranges. The algorithm developer, then, is faced with the challenge of developing and validating an exploitation application that is to be used on long-range, operational-quality imagery, given only close-range, instrumentation-quality imagery. The relative lack or complete absence of long-range imagery can make this a daunting task: algorithmic approaches that are viable at short ranges might fail at longer ranges, and algorithmic performance observed at short range often provides limited indication of performance at much longer ranges. The lack or absence of realistic long-range SAR imagery for algorithm development thus has important negative ramifications, potentially including not only poor robustness to range-induced image-quality degradation, but even total failure if longer-range imagery invalidates fundamental algorithmic assumptions.
We propose an method for simulating the effects of longer-range collection using shorter-range SAR images. Our proposed approach accurately models signal attenuation and aperture decoherence, the two significant mechanisms by which range affects image quality. The method captures the influence of range on return signal intensity, radar integration time, uncompensated platform motion, and atmospheric propagation in a variety of weather conditions. It involves the application of realistic additive and multiplicative noise to mimic the effects of signal attenuation and aperture decoherence, respectively.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. The predominant contributing factors to range-induced signal attenuation are presented in Section 2. The factors chiefly responsible for range-induced aperture decoherence are presented in Section 3. The application of these factors to SAR imagery in order to simulate the effects of long-range collection is described in detail in Section 4. Examples of simulated long-range images are presented in Section 5. The paper is summarized in Section 6.
SIGNAL ATTENUATION FACTORS
This section describes the factors responsible for range-dependent SAR signal attenuation. Signal attenuation manifests itself as a reduction in the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). It can be modeled by additive noise with appropriate correlation structure, as described in Section 4. The following sections describe free-space loss, radar-dwell loss, and atmospheric-propagation loss, the predominant range-dependent signal-attenuation factors.
Free-space loss
The well-known radar equation is the fundamental equation describing the transmission, reflection, and reception of radio-frequency (RF) energy by radar systems. It specifies the relationship between transmitted power P t and received power P r as a function of range R and various other parameters. The radar equation can be stated in many forms; one convenient form (assuming a monostatic radar) is as follows:
Here, G represents the antenna gain, λ denotes the wavelength, σ indicates the radar cross section (RCS), and L s represents a generalized system-loss coefficient capturing all intrinsic antenna, hardware, and software losses. For a specific radar system operating with fixed parameters, the G, λ, t d , L s , and N s terms of (3) are constant; for a fixed object or image scene, σ is constant. Hence, the loss in return signal attributable solely to free-space propagation at range R 1 when compared to range R 0 is simply
For most imaging scenarios, the free-space loss of (2) is the predominant loss factor inherent in moving from a short-range to a long-range collection geometry.
Radar-dwell loss
The radar equation of (1) can be rewritten in terms of signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) as follows:
where t d is the radar dwell time and N s is the system noise floor (expressed in the same units as σ). Radar dwell time for SAR image collection is simply the product of the individual pulse duration τ and the number of pulses used to illuminate a target-scene point over the course of the aperture:
where N x is the number of cross-range samples in the formed SAR image, N p is the presum ratio (the number of radar pulses transmitted for each cross-range sample in the formed image), W is the SAR aperture width, v is the along-aperture platform velocity, and f p is the radar pulse repetition frequency (PRF). For either spotlight-mode or stripmap-mode SAR imaging, the aperture width W is proportional to the imaging range R. This implies that the radar-dwell-related loss is
where the terms with the "0" subscript represent parameters for the short-range imaging scenario and where the terms with the "1" subscript represent the corresponding parameters for the long-range imaging scenario. Note that although the range dependence of radar-dwell loss is made explicit only in the R 0 and R 1 terms of (5), the other terms in the equation also bear an implicit dependence on range. For instance, many SAR systems adjust PRF as a function of imaging range and platform velocity in order to preserve a specified presum ratio N p (that is, to preserve a specified Rf p /v). For these systems, there is no dwell loss inherent in moving to a longer-range collection scenario (assuming constant τ ). In contrast, other systems maintain a constant PRF, resulting in a larger presum ratio (that is, a larger Rf p /v) at longer ranges. For these systems, there is a radar-dwell gain (assuming constant τ ) when moving to a longer-range collection geometry.
Atmospheric loss
Air-to-ground SAR imaging scenarios necessarily involve propagation through the atmosphere. Propagation through the atmosphere-as with any medium-results in losses beyond those of free space. Although often dwarfed by the free-space loss of (2), propagation of RF waves through the earth's atmosphere does result in signal loss due to various atmospheric components; in poor weather conditions, these atmospheric losses can be significant. Atmospheric losses are usually specified in terms of an attenuation coefficient κ with units dB km −1 . The following sections present atmospheric loss models for the four particular atmospheric components that are the predominant contributors to overall atmospheric attenuation: dry air, water vapor, clouds, and rain.
Dry air loss
Dry air is the aggregate mixture of ambient atmospheric gases, primarily including nitrogen, oxygen, argon, carbon dioxide, but excluding water vapor. Dry air is the principal bulk component of earth's atmosphere in any weather conditions. Over the RF portion of spectrum, oxygen is chiefly responsible for dry air attenuation.
5
It is possible to specify a dry-air attenuation model as a function of various parameters. One such model is 5, 6 κ O2 = 0.011f
where f is frequency in GHz, P is atmospheric pressure in kPa, T is temperature in K, and γ O2 is a spectral-line width parameter for oxygen, measured in GHz, that satisfies
where 
The dry-air attenuation coefficient of (6) is approximately accurate for frequencies below 45 GHz, 5, 6 which includes the most commonly used radar bands.
Note that because the dry-air attenuation model of (6) depends on atmospheric pressure and temperature, the incremental dry-air attenuation observed along the radar line-of-sight is variable. In particular, even if ground pressure and temperature remain nearly constant in the vicinity of the radar and image scene, atmospheric pressure and temperature both vary significantly as a function of altitude. The international standard atmosphere (ISA) model suggests functional forms for this variation.
7 The ISA temperature model relating temperature T to height above mean sea-level (ASL) h within the troposphere-that is, for h less than 11,000 m-is
where T 0 is the ISA standard mean-sea-level (MSL) atmospheric temperature (288.15 K) and l 0 is the ISA temperature lapse rate in the troposphere (−0.0065 K m −1 ). The ISA pressure model relating pressure P to h within the troposphere is
where P 0 is the ISA standard MSL atmospheric pressure (101.325 kPa), g 0 is the MSL acceleration due to gravity (9.80665 m s −2 ), and R a is the gas constant for dry air (287.0583 J kg (9) and (10) specify the temperature T and pressure P used in our model for dry air attenuation in (6).
The dry-air attenuation coefficient of (6) can be integrated along the two-way radar line of sight to yield an overall dry-air loss at range R:
where κ O2 (r) is the evaluation of κ O2 in (6) for the atmospheric conditions at an along-path range of r.
Water vapor loss
Depending on weather conditions, water vapor can have a more dramatic effect on RF attenuation than dry air. One model for water-vapor attenuation is
where f is measured in GHz, P is measured in kPa, T is measured in K, ρ v is water-vapor density measured in g m −3 , and γ H2O is a spectral-line width parameter for water, measured in GHz, that satisfies γ H2O = 2.85 P 101.325 300 T 0.626
The water-vapor density term ρ v can be related to the more common relative humidity measurement H (specified as a percentage) and altitude h according to the model 5, 6 ρ v = H 100
where h 1 is a reference height of 3333 m, where R H2O is the gas constant for water vapor (461.502 J kg
, and where P sat is the MSL saturation pressure for water vapor, which can be modeled as
for T between 273.15 K and 323.15 K.
As with the dry-air attenuation coefficient of (6), the water-vapor attenuation coefficient of (12) can be integrated along the two-way radar line of sight to yield an overall water-vapor loss at range R:
where κ H2O (r) is the evaluation of κ H2O in (12) for the atmospheric conditions at an along-path range of r.
Cloud loss
Clouds consist primarily of suspended water droplets and ice crystals. Attenuation of RF signals by clouds is dependent on a variety of factors, including water droplet and ice crystal size, density, and temperature. Because many of the parameters directly affecting cloud attenuation are relatively arcane or difficult to measure directly, it is usually more convenient to assume nominal values for these parameters in order to specify a cloud attenuation model that is dependent on easily measured parameters. One relatively simple model is
where ρ c is cloud liquid-water density in g m −3 , where λ is wavelength in m, and where T is temperature in K. For clouds with temperatures above the freezing point, liquid-water density can in turn be modeled in terms of surface rain rate δ s as 5, 6 ρ c = 0.0973δ
For clouds at altitudes at which (9) implies the ambient temperature is below the freezing point, liquid-water density can be modeled as zero, in which case (17) implies that cloud attenuation drops to zero. *
The cloud attenuation coefficient of (17) can be integrated along the two-way radar line of sight to yield an overall cloud loss at range R:
where κ cloud (r) is the evaluation of κ cloud in (17) for the atmospheric conditions at an along-path range of r.
Rain loss
The attenuation of RF signals by rain, as for clouds, depends on a number of factors, including frequency, rain droplet size, and rain rate aloft. Rather than assume knowledge of some of the more arcane parameters, many rain-attenuation models assume nominal values for some of the relevant parameters (such as rain droplet size) and assume empirical dependencies on easily measurable parameters for others (such as rain rate aloft). For instance, rain rate δ h at AGL-height h can be empirically modeled in terms of surface rain-rate δ s as
where h 2 is a reference height of 5000 m. The modeled rain-rate aloft δ h can then serve as the basis of a simple exponential rain attenuation model of the form
for altitudes with temperatures above the freezing point. In the RF portion of the spectrum, the terms a and b in (21) can be empirically modeled as polynomial equations in
where f is measured in GHz, as follows:
5 .
(23) * This is a twofold simplification: some clouds do in fact contain supercooled liquid water droplets, and ice crystals do in fact attenuate RF signals. However, because the presence of supercooled water droplets in clouds is relatively rare, and because ice-crystal attenuation is relatively minor compared to liquid-water attenuation, 5 the effects of these approximations will usually be negligible.
As in Section 2.3.3, we assume that attenuation drops to zero as the temperature drops below the freezing point. (While not strictly true, this assumption is based on same approximations employed in that section.)
The rain attenuation coefficient of (21) can be integrated along the two-way radar line of sight to yield an overall rain loss at range R:
where κ rain (r) is the evaluation of κ rain in (21) for the atmospheric conditions at an along-path range of r.
APERTURE DECOHERENCE FACTORS
Signal attenuation, described in the previous section, is one of the two primary mechanisms responsible for image quality degradation at long collection ranges. The second significant-and equally important-mechanism is aperture decoherence. In contrast to signal attenuation, which manifests itself as additive noise applied uniformly across the entire SAR image, aperture decoherence manifests itself as multiplicative noise applied in the azimuthal direction, i.e., to each sampled return pulse used to form the SAR image. Small phase errors arising from imperfect range measurement across the SAR aperture lead to the loss of azimuthal coherence, leading to image blurring and streaking. In many scenarios, the effects of aperture decoherence are more significant than the effects of signal attenuation. The two predominant factors leading to aperture decoherence, atmospheric turbulence and radar navigator error, are discussed in the following sections.
Atmospheric turbulence
The earth's atmosphere is a turbulent medium. Its flow is chaotic and characterized by the presence of eddies. Its composition and local properties can vary significantly even over relatively small scales. Atmospheric properties such as relative humidity and barometric pressure affect the propagation velocity of electromagnetic waves, and thus atmospheric turbulence gives rise to phase errors across the SAR aperture. Because fixed-resolution imaging entails the use of longer apertures at longer imaging ranges, and because atmospheric properties are more likely to vary significantly over longer scales, turbulence-induced phase errors become more pronounced-and aperture decoherence more problematic-as SAR collection range increases.
The effect of atmospheric turbulence on SAR can be characterized in terms of a phase structure function D φ (x) that represents the variance in the difference between the turbulence-induced phase errors at any two points on the SAR aperture separated by distance x:
where λ is the wavelength in m, d is the two-way propagation distance through the turbulent medium (assumed common for both points), and C 2 n is a parameter known as the refractive-index structure constant 12 with units of m −2/3 . The model of (25) is based on the assumption that x and d do not exceed the turbulence outer scale size 12 (i.e., the maximum scale at which turbulent eddies are isotropic), denoted here as S 0 . When x and d do in fact exceed S 0 , (25) has been successfully applied 11 simply by taking D φ (x) = D φ (S 0 ). The assumptions underlying this simplification also yield an equation for the mean-squared phase error at any point along the SAR aperture:
Note that σ 2 φ = D φ (S 0 ). Unfortunately, (25) and (26) contain parameters-specifically, S 0 and C 2 n -that are not only obscure, but also scantly tabulated. In general, most sources suggest that the turbulence outer scale size S 0 is generally on the order of 100 m.
10, 11 The refractive-index structure constant is known to vary with atmospheric conditions and altitude. Most sources suggest that in the troposphere, and in the RF portion of the spectrum, C 
This model is ad hoc, but consistent with the scant observational data available.
Navigator error
SAR sensors rely on navigation systems to provide precise measurements of antenna position along the imaging aperture. Accurate position measurements are required to compensate for undesired motion during the SAR aperture: even small uncompensated radial motion on the order of a wavelength can lead to significant aperture decoherence and have extremely detrimental effects on SAR image quality.
Navigation systems used in conjunction with SAR sensors usually employ an inertial measurement unit (IMU) or global positioning system (GPS) to measure platform acceleration or velocity.
3 Acceleration or velocity measurements must be doubly or singly integrated, respectively, to yield position estimates that can be used to correct the phase shifts imparted by undesired platform motion. The integration of imperfect acceleration or velocity measurements results in a random-walk progression of phase errors across the SAR aperture. The statistics of this random walk depend on the type and spectral density of the navigation system measurements. For acceleration measurements whose errors have zero mean and a spectral density of σ a (specified in m s −2 Hz −1/2 ), the root-mean-squared (RMS) phase error accumulated across an integration interval of t is
For velocity measurements whose errors have zero mean and a spectral density of σ v (specified in m s −1 Hz −1/2 ), the RMS phase error accumulated over the same integration interval is
Because t is directly proportional to R for fixed-resolution, fixed-velocity SAR imaging scenarios, (28) and (29) imply R 3/2 and R 1/2 dependences for full-aperture acceleration and velocity RMS phase errors, respectively.
It is important to note that the overall character of the phase error profile across the SAR aperture-and not merely the full-aperture RMS error-has an important impact on SAR image quality.
2, 3 Phase-error profiles produced by double integration of acceleration will generally have much less high-frequency energy than will those produced by single integration of velocity. Lower-frequency phase-error profiles not only tend to have a less dramatic effect on SAR image quality, but are also more amenable to correction in post-processing.
ALGORITHMIC IMPLEMENTATION
A block diagram of our algorithm for simulating a long-range SAR image from a short-range image is presented in Figure 1 . The short-range source image is first subjected to an inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT) to produce a phase history. Any aperture weighting is then removed, yielding an unweighted phase history. Additive noise is applied to simulate the effects of signal attenuation in accordance with the models of Section 2, and multiplicative noise is applied to simulate the effects of aperture decoherence in accordance with the models of Section 3. Any previously removed aperture weighting is then reapplied, and a fast Fourier transform (FFT) is then performed to bring the phase history back into the image domain. The IFFT, aperture-deweighting, aperture-reweighting, and FFT steps depicted in Figure 1 can be thought of as pre-and post-processing steps that are required to manipulate the source image to produce a phase history that is as close an approximation as possible to the original Fourier measurements used to form the source image.
† This pre-and post-processing is required so that noise may be injected in the phase history domain, as in actual SAR image collection. † Although the rectangular phase history array obtained in this manner is unlikely to represent the truly raw measured data-it is generally the end product of Cartesian interpolation, data mapping, and other processing steps-it is typically the closest approximation to the underlying raw data that can be recovered from a formed SAR image. The details of the application of additive and multiplicative noise are dictated by the mechanics of SAR imaging and by the signal attenuation and aperture decoherence models presented in previous sections. The additive and multiplicative noise realizations employed in our algorithm are described in the following sections.
Additive-noise implementation of signal attenuation
Signal attenuation by any of the factors described in Section 2 manifests itself as an additive noise process resulting in a reduction in SNR. If the radar system noise is predominantly thermal in nature, this additive noise process can be modeled as Gaussian and zero-mean. 5 Under realistic stationarity and band-limitation assumptions, the thermal noising process can be shown to be independent and identically distributed both within a single radar pulse and between pulses. The additive noise to be applied to a phase history can thus be generated as an array of uncorrelated, identically distributed, complex Gaussian random variables, with support identical to that of the collected Fourier data (i.e., excluding any zero-pad region). Application of phase history noise with this support ensures that the SAR image formed after reapplication of aperture weighting and an FFT (as in Figure 1 ) has the appropriate image-domain correlation structure.
The required statistics of the additive Gaussian noise are dictated by the total signal attenuation. If the signal attenuation (measured in dB) is L total , and if the thermal noise in the source image is known to have power σ 2 0 , then the effect of signal attenuation can be captured by the addition of zero-mean noise with variance
(assuming, of course, that L total > 0). The total attenuation L total can be taken simply as the sum of the loss terms discussed in Section 2:
The six terms on the right-hand side of (31) are explicitly specified by (2), (5), (11), (16), (19), and (24), respectively. Calculation of the initial two terms in (31) can be done in closed form; calculation of the latter four (atmospheric-component) terms requires integration of attenuation coefficients that are dependent on a number of spatially variant atmospheric parameters. If surface atmospheric conditions are assumed constant in the vicinity of the radar and target scene, so that all atmospheric parameter variation is in the altitude direction, the required integration is simplified considerably. ‡ In particular, given specification of a fixed surface altitude, temperature, pressure, relative humidity, surface rain rate, cloud floor, cloud ceiling, and cloud-cover percentage in the vicinity of the radar and target scene, the altitude variation models specified in Section 2.3 serve to dictate the total attenuation L total by way of a simple numerical integration.
Multiplicative-noise implementation of aperture decoherence
Aperture decoherence by any of the factors described in Section 3 manifests itself as phase shifts applied to the series of pulses in the SAR aperture. The collection of phase shifts across the aperture can be envisioned as a vector φ of multiplicative unit-magnitude complex noise terms. The overall aperture-decoherence phase shifts observed across the SAR aperture can be modeled as the sum of three components described in Section 3:
‡ Although surface atmospheric conditions may in fact vary over the ground-projected path of the radar line of sight, this assumption greatly facilitates functional specification of an atmospheric model and subsequent numerical integration of its attendant attenuation coefficients, and is approximately valid for most radar collection scenarios. 0  0  0  0  500  1000  100  partly cloudy  60  0  50  1000  2000  500  1000  100  overcast  70  0  100  1000  2000  500  1000  100  light rain  90  1  100  1000  2000  500  1500  100  moderate rain  100  4  100  1000  2000  500  1750  125  heavy rain  100  10  100  1000  2000  500  2000  150  downpour  100  30  100  1000  2000  500  2000  200 where φ turb is attributable to atmospheric turbulence, and where φ nav,a and φ nav,v are attributable to the navigator acceleration and velocity measurement errors, respectively.
Generation of φ turb to model atmospheric turbulence requires construction of a vector of samples with the correlation structure described by (25) and (26). Assuming (as in the previous section) that all variation in atmospheric parameters in the vicinity of the radar and target scene is constrained to the altitude direction, and modeling turbulence as largely constrained to a specified atmospheric layer, 11 the statistics of φ turb are completely determined by relative humidity, turbulence floor, turbulence ceiling, and turbulence outer scale size by way of the models of Section 3.1. In this case, φ turb can be constructed from a vector of uncorrelated zero-mean, unit-variance Gaussian random variables that has been appropriately filtered and scaled to give the correlation structure required by (25) and (26).
Construction of the φ nav,a and φ nav,v navigator error terms in (32) is extremely straightforward. The φ nav,a and φ nav,v vectors can be generated by double and single integration, respectively, of distinct vectors of uncorrelated zero-mean Gaussians of appropriate variance to give the full-aperture RMS errors of (28) and (29).
EXAMPLES
We now present examples of calculated loss factors and of simulated long-range SAR imagery generated from short-range images. Section 5.1 provides calculated signal attenuation factors for a variety of weather conditions and imaging scenarios. Section 5.2 presents simulated long-range SAR images. Table 1 presents empirical parametric models for a variety of weather conditions based on a variety of reported data. [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] This table includes all parameters other than ground height ASL and surface temperature required to calculate weather-related signal attenuation as described in Sections 2.3 and 4.1 and weather-related aperture decoherence as described in Sections 3.1 and 4.2. In Table 1 , H indicates relative humidity, δ s specifies surface rain rate, α c represents fractional cloud cover, h c,min and h c,max indicate cloud floor and ceiling, h t,min and h t,max indicate turbulence floor and ceiling, and S 0 represents turbulence outer scale size. Tables 2 and 3 present calculated signal attenuations for a variety of imaging scenarios at frequencies of 9.6 GHz and and 16.7 GHz, respectively. Each table presents the calculated atmospheric losses for the weather models of Table 1 at imaging depressions of 5 • , 15
Calculated atmospheric attenuation
• , and 30
• and at imaging ranges of 10 km, 20 km, 50 km, and 100 km. Each table assumes a target scene at sea-level and a surface temperature of 15
• C. Several trends are apparent in Tables 2 and 3 . As expected, attenuation becomes more significant as weather deteriorates or as imaging range increases. These tables also show that at a fixed imaging range, attenuation is more severe at lower depression angles. This is a direct consequence of the fact that lower-depression imaging entails a longer propagation path through the lower, more-dense, more-moisture-laden portion of the atmosphere. Additionally, a comparison of Tables 2 and 3 shows that for any imaging range and depression, attenuation is more severe at 16.7 GHz than at 9.6 GHz. This is due predominantly to the greater water attenuation at Ku band than at X band. Finally, note that at any depression and in any weather conditions, the total atmospheric loss levels off past a certain range: for instance, at 30
• depression, the 100-km loss in any weather conditions at either frequency is identical to the corresponding 50-km loss. This is another consequence of the less-severe atmospheric attenuation at higher altitudes. Tables 2 and 3 suggest that for all but the most severe weather conditions, the signal loss attributable to atmospheric attenuation is relatively limited compared to the loss incurred when moving to a significantly longer imaging range. For instance, the loss imposed an increase in collection range from 10 km to 20 km is 12.0 dB. This is larger than the loss for almost any modeled weather conditions at a range of 20 km: only downpour conditions at 9.6 GHz, and heavy-rain and downpour conditions at 16.7 GHz, have a greater effect.
Example imagery
We now present simulated long-range SAR imagery generated from short-range imagery using the models and algorithm specified in previous sections. The source image for the examples presented here is depicted in Figure 2 . This image is taken from a 2006 Sandia National Laboratories data collection.
14 It was collected at Ku band, with a range and cross-range resolution of 0.12 m and a range and cross-range pixel spacing of 0.10 m. The collection range was approximately 7 km and the depression angle was approximately 32
• . Figure 3 presents simulated longer-range SAR images in clear, light-rain, and heavy-rain conditions (given the atmospheric parameters of Table 1 ) at collection ranges of 20 km, 50 km, and 100 km. These images were generated assuming a platform velocity of 81 m s −1 (the source-image platform velocity) and a navigator that provides velocity estimates with a spectral density of 0.001 m s −1 Hz −1/2 . The effects of increasing range are clearly visible in Figure 3 . Signal attenuation is discernible as the successively more pronounced loss of contrast at greater collection ranges, and aperture decoherence is discernible as the successively more severe azimuthal smearing of point scatterers at greater collection ranges. A careful comparison of the images in Figure 3 also reveals degradation in image quality-in terms of both signal attenuation and aperture decoherence-as weather conditions worsen.
It should be noted that the aperture decoherence induced by longer collection ranges and atmospheric turbulence, as apparent in Figure 3 could likely be partially corrected by subsequent application of a refocusing technique such as phase gradient autofocus (PGA).
2 Such a technique was not applied to the images in Figure 3 in order to more clearly depict the effects of aperture decoherence.
SUMMARY
We have presented mathematical models and an algorithm for simulating the effects of long-range collection on SAR imagery. Our approach accurately captures the predominant effects of long-range collection on SAR imagery, including various factors contributing to signal attenuation and aperture decoherence. Our approach can accommodate a variety of imaging scenarios and weather conditions, and is applicable to any SAR sensor. We have presented numerical calculations of atmospheric losses in a variety of imaging scenarios and weather conditions, and we have presented example imagery demonstrating our approach.
